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Abstract

Digital Electromagnetic CALorimetry relies on a highly granular detector where

the cell size is sufficiently small so that only a single particle in a shower en-

ters each cell within a single readout cycle. The DECAL sensor, a depleted

monolithic active pixel sensor (DMAPS), has been proposed as a possible tech-

nology for future digital calorimeters. A DECAL sensor prototype has been

designed and fabricated in the TowerJazz 180 nm CMOS imaging process, us-

ing a high resistivity 18 µm epitaxial Si layer. The prototype has a pixel matrix

of 64×64 pixels with a pitch of 55×55 µm, and is read out using fast logic at

40 MHz. It can be configured to function as either a strip sensor, for particle

tracking, or a pad sensor, counting the number of pixels above threshold for

digital calorimetry. Preliminary results of chip characterisation, including digi-

tal summing logic, analogue pixel performance and threshold scans under laser

illumination are presented.
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1. Introduction1

Electromagnetic calorimeters (ECALs) rely on the principle that the num-2

ber of charged particles travelling each layer is on average proportional to the3

incident particle energy. However, there are fluctuations around this average4

due to the stochastic nature of the shower development. The charged particles5

lose energy in traversing the sensitive layers of the ECAL, and the energy loss6

per particle also has fluctuations. These are due to the Landau distribution7

of the deposited energy but also due to variations in their velocity and path8

length through the material [1]. So far, the energy resolution of an analogue

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Analogue and (b) Digital readout in the cell of a layer in the ECAL.

9

ECAL is affected by both the intrinsic shower fluctuations and the variations10

of the energy deposition per charged particle. The primary aim of a digital11

electromagnetic calorimeter (DECAL) is to suppress the last contribution by12

attempting to measure the number of charged particles directly. In Fig. 1, is13

shown an example of shower particles (drawn by arrows) passing through a cell14

of a sampling layer in the ECAL [2]. In Fig. 1 (a) silicon pads with analogue15

readout are used, measuring the energy deposited by the particles traversing,16

and in Fig. 1 (b) digital pixels are employed as shower particle counters. The17

feasibility to use Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) in the development of18

a highly granular DECAL with reasonable power consumption and cost has been19

proposed before [3, 4]. A recent attempt to assemble a composite calorimeter20

using MAPS is presented in Ref. [5].21
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2. Simulation results for digital readout22

Simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance and the energy res-23

olution of a DECAL within an ILC [6, 7] or a FCC detector [8]. A sampling24

calorimeter in octagonal barrel geometry, with 50 layers of MAPS with 18 µm25

epitaxial Si as sensitive detector, was tested. The pixel pitch was 50×50 µm in26

counting pads of total area of 5×5 mm2. The absorber material was 2.1 mm27

thick tungsten and the performance was evaluated using single particle energy28

resolution [6]. As mentioned above, a digital calorimeter counts the numbers of29

particles in the shower which follows Poisson statistics. Then the uncertainty30

associated with the Landau fluctuations can be removed and the energy resolu-31

tion approaches the intrinsic resolution. In Fig. 2 is shown the simulated energy32

resolution of the σ over the mean µ of the number of particles. The mean33

particles per event shows a linear dependence up to 1000 GeV. The simulated

Figure 2: Top: Mean particles per event as a function of energy. Bottom: σN/µN as a

function of energy.

34

energy resolution extracted from a fit range from 0 to 300 GeV is 16.8%/
√
E ⊕35

0.6%. Above 300 GeV the particle density gets so high, that multiple particles36

are traversing a single pixel in a readout cycle, and the calorimeter performance37

gets non-linear.38

3
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3. The DECAL sensor39

The DECAL sensor is a Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor, designed and fab-40

ricated in the TowerJazz 180 nm CMOS imaging process on 18 µm epitaxial41

Si. The sensor matrix consists of 64×64 pixels with a pitch of 55×55 µm. The42

pixel design implements four collection diodes placed in the pixel corners [9]. It43

has the advantages of low capacitance, optimum crosstalk reduction and good44

expected signal to noise ratio. Fig. 3 presents the simulated increase of the de-

Figure 3: A simulated 3D pixel TCAD model of the DECAL sensor without the electronics on

top of the pixel, under different bias voltages, using a simplified CMOS fabrication process [10].

45

pletion region below the diodes in the pixel, for bias voltages from 2-10 V. The46

CMOS imaging process provides the opportunity to add significant amount of47

electronics circuitry in the pixel [11]. For the current design of the DECAL sen-48

sor, each pixel contains a pre-amplifier, shaper, discriminator and the trimming49

logic of a 5 bit calibration DAC. The DAC itself is a binary weighted current50

mirror where the current is applied through a 31 kΩ resistor. This voltage is51

then sampled in either polarity by a capacitor in the path of the signal from the52

shaper, allowing the threshold to be tuned. With 5 bits, a granularity of the53

pixel trim up to 32 values is possible.54

4. Data acquisition and analogue pixel test55

For all the tests, the sensor is mounted on a custom designed PCB and read56

out with an Ethernet based readout system using the ATLAS ITSDAQ data57

acquisition software [12]. The PCB allows all the bias voltages and currents58

to be controlled by software. A hole cut into the PCB with a size of approxi-59

mately 4×4 mm2 allows access with a laser to the sensor substrate. As shown60

in Fig. 4 (a) the PCB is vertically mounted on the DECAL motherboard which61

4
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is connected to a Nexys Video board [13] through a FMC connector. The sys-62

tem allows a readout data rate of 40 MHz. The prototype pixel matrix has

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Photograph of the DECAL boards used to hold the PCB with the mounted

sensor and (b) Sensor layout with the analogue pixel in the top left corner.

63

one test pixel with analogue output, in the top left corner, as shown in Fig. 464

(b). From this analogue pixel, the pre-amplifier and shaper signals are read out65

with SMA connectors from the DECAL motherboard. The top left collection66

node from the analogue pixel is illuminated with a laser with a wavelength of67

1064 nm and a maximum pulse frequency of 50 Hz. The laser beam focal spot68

size is 10×10 µm2, the absolute laser intensity is calibrated and the injected69

charge is similar to that expected for a MIP. The calibration is done using a Si70

diode of 300 µm thickness and an AMPTEK CoolFET A250CF charge sensitive71

amplifier. For low laser power conditions which correspond to a few tenths of72

pJ energy deposited per pulse, the injected charge was calculated to be 0.0773

and 0.04 fC/µm, respectively. The above values correspond to 8000 and 4700e−74

equivalent injected charge in the 18 µm epitaxial Si of the DECAL sensor. In75

Fig. 5 (a), are presented the measured pre-amplifier signals for 8000 and 4700e−76

injected charge compared to the simulated signals using 10 ns charge collection77

time. The simulated signals, consist of the pixel pre-amplifier output and the78

buffered signal by a source follower, which is loaded with a 1 kΩ resistor and79

a 5 pF capacitor. This is the signal that appears on the diode. Good agree-80

ment is observed in the rise time between the measured and simulated signals.81

5
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Pre-amplifier and (b) Shaper signal for an injected charge of 8000 and 4700e−

compared to the output and buffered signals of 2500e− input charge from Cadence simulations.

The injected charge during the tests is chosen to be two or three times higher82

than the input charge in the simulation, as the laser beam is attenuated by the83

metal and oxide layers before it illuminates the diode in the DECAL Si sensor.84

This explains the residual difference in the amplitude between measured and85

simulated signals. The longer decay times of the measured signals, is related86

to the convolution of the diffusion collection time in the Si sensor with the pre-87

amplifier response. The charge collection by diffusion is not included in the88

Cadence simulations. In addition, Fig. 5 (b) shows the measured and simulated89

shaper output and buffered signals for the same injected charge values. The90

behaviour of the signal rise time, amplitude and decay time is similar to that91

for the pre-amplifier signals.92

5. Digital functionality and threshold scan results93

The DECAL pixel matrix prototype is designed to be read out in two modes.94

It can be reconfigured to function as either a strip sensor, for particle tracking, or95

a pad sensor, counting the number of pixels above threshold for digital calorime-96

try. In Fig. 6 (a) is presented the strip readout mode, which consists of 64 strips.97

Each strip corresponds to a 1×64 pixel column array and can record up to a98

maximum of 3 hits per column. A channel speed of 320 Mbit/s is maintained for99

each of the 16 output LVDS channels. The overall data rate is 320 Mbit/s×16100

6
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Strip and (b) Pad readout mode.

thus 5.12 Gbit/s. The pad mode, Fig. 6 (b), consists of 4 blocks of strips. Each101

pad corresponds to a block of 16×64 pixel column arrays and can record up102

to a maximum of 15 hits per column or a maximum of 240 (15×16 columns)103

total counts. The pad mode provides an overflow flag if the maximum number104

of counts is exceeded and can be operated at lower data rate. This is useful105

for digital calorimetry applications where the total number of hits is all that106

is required to measure the particle energy, but the data rate per area must be107

kept low as the total sensor area required is considerably larger than for track-108

ing applications. The performance of the digital pixels is less straight-forward109

to evaluate than the analogue as there is no readout available for individual110

discriminator outputs. Performing a threshold scan in columns and rows using111

trimming logic, the rate of hits in each pixel allows to test the full chain from112

analogue to digital. In Fig. 7 (a) is presented a threshold scan under laser illumi-113

nation, in strip mode with unmasked pixels and global chip configuration with114

all trim values set to zero. The laser IR light is emitted from a laser diode and115

a pulse frequency of 100 kHz. The laser was triggered using the clock from the116

daughterboard so that the readout could be synchronised with the laser pulse.117

With a defocused beam, hits recorded from around 10 strips, as the injected118

charge due to laser illumination on the individual pixels causes shaper output119

voltage drop. The plot shows a noise band at thresholds close to the shaper120

output rest level along with a clear signal response in the illuminated region121

with a shape reflecting the Gaussian profile of the laser. Using the laser trig-122

ger, the shaper response from a single strip is measured as a function of bunch123

7
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crossing time, Fig. 7 (b). The beam is focused to illuminate a single strip and

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Threshold voltage as a function of strip number and (b) Threshold voltage as a

function of bunch crossing number.

124

the laser power is lowered. The time response is measured to be 25 ns. The125

signal rise and decay time approximates the shaper output response measured126

in the analogue pixel test, see section 4. Note that hits are only recorded when127

the shaper output transitions from above to below the threshold. For the tests128

shown in Fig. 8 the laser was switched off. Fig. 8 (a) shows the single pixel129

noise, ≈3 mV, measured at the output of the shaper. In Fig. 8 (b) is shown the

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Single pixel noise and (b) Threshold voltage as a function of pixel configuration.

130

measured single column response for all pixel configurations. The maximum 32131

value in the x-axis, verifies the pixel threshold tuning from 5 bits. By changing132

these 5 bits a smooth gradient is shown in the noise level with a maximum shift133

8
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of ≈200 mV. Combining this range with the noise level presented in Fig. 8 (a),134

it is expected that in future the width of the noise band seen in Fig. 7 (a) could135

be greatly reduced by applying trimming in every pixel. The final test of the136

digital functionality is the comparison of the summing logic in strip and pad137

mode under identical laser illumination conditions, presented in Fig. 9. With138

a defocused laser beam 6 strips are fired at a global threshold value of 1 V, as139

shown in Fig. 9 (a). Also the number of strips fired at 1 V, is verified from140

Fig. 7 (a). The mean value of hits for each strip is approximately 3, which is

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Hits in (a) strip and (b) pad mode at threshold voltage 1 V.

141

in agreement with the design specifications. Events with more than 3 hits are142

recorded as 3, and the laser trigger repetition was chosen to be 1000. In Fig. 9143

(b) is presented the pad mode operation for the same laser focus and power144

conditions as in strip mode. As expected the 6 strips, number from 20 to 25,145

fired in strip mode, corresponding to pad number 1. The sum of hits for the146

6 strips is smaller than the total number of hits in pad number 1 since in pad147

mode the maximum number of hits per strip can be up to 15. For each of the148

4 pad channels, if the total counts 240 exceeded, an overflow flag appears and149

is read out from a separate channel next to each pad channel. The difference in150

the response shows the relative benefits and drawbacks of each mode. In strip151

mode there is clearly more information on where each hit occurred due to the152

higher granularity, however the integrated number of hits recorded is less than153

that seen in pad mode. This is because the beam is defocused and it is hitting154

9
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more than 3 pixels per strip, so the strips are saturating and undercounting.155

For pad mode there is very little spatial information due to the large pad width.156

To verify that the difference in the integrated counts is due to the strips satu-157

rating, a further test is performed that measures the number of hits per laser158

pulse as a function of threshold. According to Fig. 7 (a), changing the threshold159

essentially changes the number of pixels that record a hit. The results of this160

test are presented in Fig. 10. An extra mode, binary strip, is included which

600 700 800 900 1000 1100
T hreshold [mV ]

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

M
ea

n
hi

ts

Strip mode - 2 bit hit
Pad mode
Binary strip mode

Figure 10: Mean value of hits as a function of threshold voltage for strip and pad operation

mode.

161

corresponds to simply counting the number of strips with hit 1 or 0. At very low162

thresholds where one or two pixels are fired all three modes agree. For threshold163

above 700 mV, the binary mode saturates and starts to undercount as there are164

more than one hits per strip. The strip and pad mode agree up to ≈10 hits165

before the strip mode starts to undercount. At this threshold the beam area is166

greater than 3×3 pixels and there are more than three hits per strip resulting in167

saturation. In strip mode with 2 bit hit information, a maximum of 3 hits per168

strip per laser pulse are recorded, so the mode is suitable for particle tracking169

due to limited summing logic. In pad mode, a higher number of hits per pad170

per laser pulse is recorded, this mode can be used for digital calorimetry. For171

binary strip mode, the mean value of hits corresponds to the number of strips172

fired for different threshold values, and the mode is suitable for particle tracking173

10
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with only available the strip address information. For strip and pad mode the174

quadratic increase of the mean value of hits as a function of threshold, is due to175

the high number of strips fired close to the threshold setting 1.1 V. In addition176

the Gaussian shape of the laser beam focus explains the small number of hits177

at low threshold where high laser power is required.178

6. Conclusion179

The reconfigurable DECAL sensor successfully demonstrates the digital func-180

tionality. The data read out according to design specifications in strip and pad181

mode, was verified with laser tests and pixel trimming. The capability of five bit182

pixel trim DAC improves substantially the pedestal and noise scans when the183

sensor is operating as a particle detector. The data acquisition system based on184

the ATLAS ITSDAQ, shows a reliable operation with perspective to be used in185

a future larger pixel matrix with higher data rate.186

This work to develop a reconfigurable depleted MAPS sensor for digital187

calorimetry or tracking will continue with a new sensor, the RADECAL sensor.188

It will be designed and fabricated in the TowerJazz modified process [14] to189

improve the Si sensor radiation hardness performance. In addition, it will be190

modified to have the pixel trim range extended from five to six bits, where the191

sixth bit will be for pixel mask flag which de-activates the in-pixel comparator.192
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